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Beta-beams is a novel concept for the production of neutrino beams exploiting boosted
radioactive ions which decay through beta-decay. Here we describe a project, currently
under investigation, where such beams are used to address the issue of CP violation in
the lepton sector. We also mention the interest of having low-energy beta-beams. The
connection to projects for the production of very intense exotic ion beams, like EURISOL,
is emphasized.
1. Introduction
Nuclei represent a precious laboratory for the study of fundamental issues like neutrino
properties. Pauli first postulated the existence of these elusive particles to explain the
missing energy observed in nuclear beta decay. A very timely example is offered by the
present search for the absolute value of the neutrino mass through tritium beta-decay. The
important issue of the Dirac or Majorana nature of neutrinos is addressed by experiments
that look for neutrinoless double-beta decay in nuclei [1].
Neutrino oscillation experiments have shown nowadays that neutrinos are massive par-
ticles. This phenomenon depends on the so-called neutrino mixing angles and on the dif-
ference between the square of the masses. These experimental observations are accounted
for by introducing the Maki-Nakagawa-Sakata-Pontecorvo (MNSP) matrix which relates
the neutrino flavor to the mass basis, like the Cabibbo-Kobayashi-Maskawa (CKM) ma-
trix in the quark sector. This unitary matrix depends on the three mixing angles and one
(Dirac) phase introducing CP violation in the lepton sector. In order to measure CP vio-
lating effects, one needs to perform comparative studies of neutrino versus anti-neutrino
oscillations like, e.g. comparing νe → νµ with ν¯e → ν¯µ. Several other important issues
are still open on neutrino properties, among which their Dirac versus Majorana nature,
the electromagnetic properties or the absolute mass scale [1].
Various methods to produce intense neutrino beams are now explored, based on intense
conventional (from the decay of pions and muons) beams - also called super-beams - or on
new concepts, like neutrino factories [1]. In this respect, nuclei can offer a precious tool
through the novel concept of beta-beams: pure (anti-)electron neutrino beams produced
by accelerating radioactive ions that decay through beta-decay [2].
22. The Beta-beam Project
Beta-beams have been the starting point for a new project at CERN, at present under
investigation. According to the first feasibility study [2,3], the neutrino beams are ob-
tained by producing, collecting and accelerating the ions, first at several hundred MeV and
then to GeV energies, by injection in the (already existing) PS and SPS. At present, the
best candidates as ν¯e (νe) emitters are
6He (18Ne). The (anti-)neutrino energies are tuned
to meet the neutrino oscillation frequencies (note that the ion Lorentz gamma factor is
related to the neutrino energy according to Eν = 2γQβ with Qβ being the beta Q-value).
Once the ions have reached the required energies, they are injected in a storage ring with
long straight sections (2.5 km for a total length of 7 km). Such a ring needs to be built
[2,3]. All the ions (about 2. 1014 6He and 1013 18Ne) along the straight sections produce
neutrino beams that are fired to far detectors for the comparative study of νe → νµ and
ν¯e → ν¯µ oscillations. The production and first acceleration steps present strong links
to the european EURISOL conceptual design. This has resulted in a common bid for a
design study withing the 6th European Union Framework program.
Various scenarios to perform CP violation studies are being proposed [2,3,4,5,6,7]. In
the first scenario [2,3,4,7], beta-beams are fired to a Cherenkov detector like UNO [8]
(440 ktons fiducial volume, 20 times bigger than the present Super-Kamiokande detector),
located in an (upgraded) Fre´jus Underground Laboratory, 130 km from CERN. To match
this distance, the ions have to reach a Lorentz factor γ=100 (60) for 18Ne (6He). Note
that the gigantic detector can be used to improve the present sensitivity on proton decay
and as a core-collapse supernova neutrino observatory. Other interesting scenarios have
been proposed where the ions are accelerated to much higher energies and sent to further
distancies, like e.g. to the Gran Sasso laboratory [5,6]. The feasibility of the very high-
gamma scenarios needs further studies. Figure 1 shows the CP sensitivity that can be
achieved in the different scenarios, as a function of the neutrino mixing angle θ13 [5].
Finally, this project has the attractive feature that if conventional beta-beams (producing
both νµ and ν¯µ) are sent to the same detector, T and CPT violation studies can also be
addressed by comparing νe → νµ with νµ → νe and ν¯µ → ν¯e oscillations respectively [4].
3. Low-energy Beta-beams
The beta-beam concept can also be used to establish a facility producing neutrinos
with low energies (i.e. several tens of MeV up to a hundred) [9]. Such a facility can
be either part of the high energy facility at CERN, or part of one of the laboratories
producing intense radioactive ion beams in the future [9]. The option of a low-energy
neutrino facility based on conventional beams is also at present under study [10]. In [11]
a detailed comparison between the two options for the study of neutrino interactions on
lead is presented.
The availability of low energy neutrino beams would offer the opportunity to address a
rich physics program [9,10,12]. In [13] the potential of low-energy beta-beams is explored
as far as the neutrino magnetic moment is concerned. In this case the ions are produced,
collected and used as an intense neutrino source at rest, inside a 4pi detector. It is shown
that one might improve present upper limits, obtained with direct measurements, by
almost an order of magnitude. Sistematic studies on neutrino-nucleus interactions can
3Figure 1. CP sensitivity -defined as the ability to discriminate between δ = 0◦ and 180◦
with 99% C.L.- for the following different scenarios: CERN to Fre´jus, with γ=100 (60)
for 18Ne (6He) and a UNO-type detector (solid line); CERN to Gran Sasso, with γ=580
(350) for 18Ne (6He) and UNO (dashed line) or a factor 10 smaller (dashed-dotted line);
CERN to Canary islands, with γ=2500 (1500) for 18Ne (6He) and a 40 kton detector [5].
also be performed e.g. by putting a close detector to the storage ring where low-energy
beta-beams are collected [14]. This is a topic of current great interest for various domains
of physics [12,15,16]. Table I shows neutrino-nucleus interaction rates expected for γ=14
and a small or a large storage rings. The former corresponds to the one planned for the
future GSI facility while the latter is the ring included in the beta-beam baseline scenario
at CERN (Details can be found in [14].). An advantage of beta-beams is that one can vary
the average neutrino energy by accelerating the ions to different gammas. From Table I
one can see that interesting neutrino-nucleus interaction rates can be otained by using
typical parameters available from existing feasibility studies. Therefore, low-energy beta-
beams could offer a unique opportunity to perform neutrino-nucleus studies of interest
for nuclear physics, particle physics and astrophysics [9,14].
In conclusion, these projects are very promising. A detailed feasibility study will be
performed, jointly with the EURISOL design study, in the coming years.
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